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I often wonder what happened in 
summer 2009, when an unusual wave 
of inspiration washed over me. It was 
in August that year that I imagined 
and visualized very clearly what was to 
become My Bag’s. 
I was 38 and I had never imagined 
that an awakening of my creativity 
would bring me this far.

I suppose it helped a lot that I’m the 
mother of two beautiful children. 
When my kids were born I realized 
how hard it was to find cases, 
rucksacks, wash bags and the like with 
fun prints and modern fabrics, that 
were easy to clean and look after to 
make the hectic life of a mother easier.

This was how My Bag’s was conceived 
and created, as the brand that designs 
bags and accessories for children and 
the whole family. 
My Bag’s provides just the right way 
to travel for every piece of clothing, 
nappy, booties, jersey, receiving 
blanket or whatever.

“Sometimes dreams come true, 
so we will keep dreaming beautiful 

things for wonderful families.”



My Bag’s

So we started designing fun, 
colorful prints with a bit of 
humor. Now, with our new soft 
and tender collections like My 
Sweet Dream’s line and Lucky 
Baby’s, we’ve created designs to 
awaken all the tenderness and 
sweetness of newly-born babies.

Our fabrics also express our 
philosophy of making things 
simpler. They wash easily and are 
tough enough stand up to the 
frantic pace of day-to- day family 
life. 

We now have seven years of this 
wonderful journey behind us 
and we’ve been lucky enough to 
have the best possible partners, 
our fantastic points of sale - over 
400 of them - and worldwide 

distributors who lovingly care for 
our brand on a day-to- day basis.
You can always find us there, 
together with the best possible 
advice.

And on top of this, I’ve had the 
good fortune to build up an 
outstanding team, without whom 
this adventure would not have 
been possible.

Here at My Bag’s we set out 
to carry on dreaming up and 
creating attractive, original and 
different things with which you 
can experience some unique 
moments.



Every journey starts with a single step.



My 
Mini 
Star’s



What do stars have that are 
always so irresistible? 

In this collection, we have 
surrendered to these tiny stars: 
they are small, sweet and 
naughty.

Let’s be guided by them and 
let’s allow their magic to join us.



Constellations 



Constellations are 
the unalterable 

union of a 
group of stars, a 
wonderful simile 

of what it is to 
form a family.

An untouchable, 
immovable bond 

of people and 
little people who 

throughout life, 
will form a unique 
and unrepeatable 

alliance.



We love Travel

Trucks, tractors, cars, scooters, 
airplanes.... 

all means of transportation have 
always been magical and surprising 

for the little ones.

With this collection, you can play and 
have fun with your children, traveling 
and letting their imagination run free 

to far away countries.





My children and I have always 
been amazed by dinosaurs. 
Their history, their size, their 
ferocity and their mysterious 

disappearance.

In My Bag’s, we dedicate this 
gorgeous collection of bags and 
accessories so that together with 

your children, you can experience 
amazing adventures.

Dino’s



Our world inspires us.



Among other things, having a 
baby has a special magic; 

it changes your perception of 
life and transforms you into a 

lucky person.

My Lucky Baby’s



My Lucky Baby’s is 
our most sensitive, 

exquisite, dazzling and 
‘talisman’ collection.

Experience, share and 
enjoy this good fortune 
with our collection and 

your baby.



My Sweet Dream’s

“Now I know that there has not been 
any other moment of my life that has 

not woken so many tenderness and 
sensitivity up as to see 

my children slept placidly.

This way, remembering 
those intimate instants has arisen 

this so serene and sweet collection. 
The sweetest My Bag’s collection.

I would like to invite you to discover 
my new collection My Sweet Dream’s, 

a little piece of my dreams ... and 
passion.”





SWD Black







The most rebel and rock collection is 
our Stars in black. Its happy colors
combine with the most modern and 
classic baby strollers.

In My Bag’s we delight this print so 
urban that remembers us so much 
to the city where there are born our 
designs, Barcelona.

My Star’s





Owl’s

The collection of Owls is our more wise 
and faithful collection to our way of 
understanding the design for families. 

Always they have accompanied us and 
still now when we look at them we 
discover some owl doing a wink or slept.

Our more intimate and colourist 
collection.



My Bag’s. 
Designed in Barcelona.

www.mybags.es 
www.all-mybags.com


